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Murder at the museum - 2.5 hours

A combination of Cluedo! and A Night at the Museum, this activity involves navigation, deduction and lateral 
thinking. The story goes that the exhibits in the Victoria and Albert Museum come alive at night and wander 
the halls, greeting friends and avoiding enemies. One fateful night a nobleman by the name of Capt Roland 
Smart was killed in cold blood. The teams trying to solve the murder will be given forensics reports and eye 
witness statements, but will have to explore the museum trying to prove their suspicions. At the end of the 
session the teams reveal their accusations and those closest to the truth gain the Order of Merit.

Price from £12.50* (Group leaders go free!)

This adventure is based around the seafaring tradition of the Thames and explores some of it’s famous naval 
landmarks including the Golden Hind, HMS Belfast, the Golden Hind and Queen Elizabeth’s Docks. Legend 
has it that there was once a famous pirate known as John Diamond, a blood thirsty cove who terrorised 
both banks of the Thames. As his fame increased, the British Navy became more determined to capture his 
ship and so Diamond decided to hide his treasure and escape to the Caribbean. He marked it’s location with 
Crystal Skulls protected by an ancient curse that promised to bring bad luck to anyone who disturbed them. 
Diamond never returned from the Caribbean and all that is left of the legend is an old map stored in the British 
library. Can your classes decipher the map, discover the skulls and locate the treasure after so many years? 
Use the Thames Clipper to cruise the river and learn about London’s naval heritage in this exciting adventure.

The Curse of the Crystal Skulls - 5 hours

Price from £19* (Group leaders go free!)

The infamous and diabolical World Crime League is hatching a dastardly plot in Central London that will strike 
at the very heart of the nation. The World Crime League is moving to destroy the London Stock Exchange and 
only you can save the day! Using all your skills of disguise, subterfuge and cunning you must infiltrate the 
nefarious organisation and crack their fiendish codes. Only then can you embark on a perilous chase through 
the Square Mile and thwart their furtive machinations.

The World Crime League - 4 hours

Price from £17* (Group leaders go free!)

Is there a London landmark or a particular period of History you’re studying? Is there an Adventurous Activity 
you’d like to do or an would love a quest built on Maths or Science puzzles? Our Adventure planners use their 
intimate knowledge of the city to customise your trip to your design.

Design your own adventure!
Prices vary*

Packed with exciting adventures and teeming with mystery, our extraordinary new bolt-on offerings are set to be a big hit with your group.
Delivered by experts from The Exploration Society, we proudly bring a unique brand of discovery to a number of our London and city hostels.

LOTC accredited. * Based on a group of 45 and is excluding VAT. Price includes activity leaders and assistants, resources and entrance fees where applicable.


